
Dear Family and Friends,       December 2010 

 

After 25 years, Mike and I seem to be cooperating better!  In fact we even wrote this letter together.  It 

didn’t start out that way … I started, then gave up, then Mike took over … our usual modus operendi … 

but here is the combined letter. 

 

Mike: My wife, Daria has had a busy year. Substitute teaching, tutoring … Several school districts, each 

calling in the morning, every morning.  The answering machine rings out, "Personnel 

Admin"  "Personnel Admin," in its robot voice.  We all deal with it.  

  

Daria: In addition I have one more part-time job to add to all the others: being a “reader” for ETS 

(Educational Testing Service).  It’s cool because it’s so easy: I just sit at my computer in my pajamas and 

do the work.  So far I’ve graded the CAHSEE (California High School Exit Exam), and the prompt for this 

round was for students to describe gaining a skill.  Essay after essay described some epic struggle a  

student had undergone.  Most students began with a long period of fear, pain, and failure … eventually 

summoned a determination to improve … and after lots of hard work, did it.  Many of the skills were 

very simple: learning to tie shoes, ride a bike, or drive a car.  Reading the essays has been so touching, 

almost like a spiritual experience.    It has also been an exposure to “how the other half lives,” as most 

of these students had very little support in what they were going through. 

 

I’m in my second year of attending the University of Santa Monica, getting an M.A. in Spiritual          

Psychology.  My sister Betsy did this program, and the positive changes in her life inspired me to do it 

as well.  The program involves the experiential learning of communication, therapy and coaching skills, 

and doing a major project.  A big component is therapeutic “trios.”  In trio work, three students take on 

the roles of client, facilitator, and neutral observer, with a focus either on practicing a certain skill, or 

“healing a memory” from a particular period of one’s life.  The client talks about whatever is most    

immediate, troubling or painful, on as deep a level as possible.  This in itself is amazing.  You get to 

know a lot of people in a deep way in a very short period of time, as you always “trio” with new       

people.  If only the whole world were like this: people sharing honestly about what is really on their 

minds, and trusting that they would receive only positive and helpful responses.   The facilitator listens, 

offers   encouragement  and support, and guides the session to facilitate healing.  There is an emphasis 

on  listening and sharing from the heart, more than “giving advice.”  One of the main teachings is that 

whenever a person is upset, it is not because of what happened, but because an unhealed issue within 

them was touched upon.  This was hard for me to swallow at first, but now it makes so much sense.  

We are taught that “healing is the application of love to what hurts,” and how to actually heal          

ourselves through doing “self-counselings.”  There is a large emphasis on compassionate forgiveness of 

oneself and others, and nurturing of oneself and others.  Way too much to go into here, but that is a 

taste of it. 

 

Mike’s spare time seems to revolve around sports.  He often hosts gatherings to watch the Chargers 

games, and cooks up his signature dishes of bratwurst, steak, barbecued chicken, and French fries 

(fatty meats and potatoes, you get the idea).  An unexpected twist to his life is that he was made the 

unofficial “honorary coach” for the adult leagues at the San Diego Ice Arena.  The hockey director,  

Craig, gets him to dress up and play the part of famous hockey coaches from the past, and this puts 

Mike’s zany and dramatic side to great use!   Attached are some pictures of Mike as Don Cherry  



(plaid coat, etc.) and Toe Blake.  He has enjoyed reading up on the famous coaches, and gets a kick 

out of these big, tough hockey players calling him “coach.”  Mike has never played hockey, but Craig           

expounds on Mike’s great career as a player and coach, and they manage to fool people, most       

recently a group of Russian hockey players.  Mike also has a silver trumpet he got from Goodwill that 

he blows when the Chargers make a good play, and lugs to various sports events.  There is no      

shortage of those, as Jake is now playing club hockey for UCLA, and Nina is still cheering for Point 

Loma High.  Mike is also a big time FaceBooker, generally ranting about politics and the treatment of 

state employees. 

 

To report on the kids: Nick is still attendingl Mesa College, living with Maxyne in a house in La Jolla 

with two roommates and Maxyne’s cats.  They have done major traveling this year.  We all took a 

memorable family trip to Lake Tahoe for Nick’s 21st birthday, and played and sledded in the snow.  

Over the summer Nick and Maxyne took an around-the-world trip that included the Czech Republic, 

Turkey, Israel and Egypt.  Maxyne is a dynamic human being by all accounts. A master scheduler and 

nonstop talker, she has a brain that never stops working. Nick seems very happy when with Maxyne. 

 

Jake had a good last year at Point Loma High, during which he participated in the MADCAPS show as 

a Madchap, took up golf (with good friend Danny Harrison), and kept up his stellar grades. 

 

He is now a college student at UCLA!  Upon receiving his e-mail of acceptance, we were literally 

shouting and hugging in the street, as it was far and away his first choice.  (Mike offered him either 

champagne or whisky when he opened his letter, the former if he got in, the latter if he did not.  He 

sipped a little champagne but was not impressed.)  I was grateful for some justice in this world: Jake 

worked hard in high school and deserved it!  This year he is living in the cramped but social dorm, 

rooming with Keifer, a gregarious and musically gifted friend from high school, and another guy who 

has become a close friend. 

 

Once at UCLA, we were all amazed (especially Jake) at how quickly things happened.  Within the first 

couple of weeks, he joined a frat, Sigma Phi Epsilon, or “Sig Ep,” and thus started the crazily intense 

ritual of "pledging" a fraternity, something that his parents know nothing about.  Luckily he lived 

through all of that, with some memorable stories to tell, and has definitely bonded with his 

“brothers.”  Now he can refocus on his studies, we hope.  He will move into the frat house next year.  

Jake also surprised us by reconnecting with his first sports love, hockey.  It turns out UCLA has had an 

ice hockey team since the 1920’s! 

 

Nina is well into her most challenging year ever in school, taking several advanced classes, and is hav-

ing a tough time adjusting.  Her extracurriculars include cheerleading (she’s JV co-captain), Madcaps, 

piano, and the Aaron Price Fellows program, plus working at the ice rink, occasionally. Although her 

main activity is shopping, it seems.  Nina is famous for losing things, especially her textbooks (why 

would that be?) not to mention electronics.  Within the last year she lost (or had stolen, not sure 

which) her Blackberry and iPod Touch, and spilled a glass of water into her MacBook and ruined it.  

Miraculously, with three days left on the three-year extended warrantee, Apple agreed to fix it for 

free, even though liquid damage was not covered!  Nina is a very picky eater, and generally declines 

what is cooked for dinner.  All the girl will eat is pot stickers, it seems.  She is looking forward to   

driving. We are not! 



 

 

Mike (in his own words) has somehow managed for 21 years now, not to get fired. But it gets closer to 

the wire every year, as the conflict between personal values, norms, goals, conflicts with that of the 

organization. It has been a tough year for any government employee.  The public has become very 

critical of public employee benefits.  But the one good thing that has happened this year, from  

Mike's view, is that Meg Whitman, though she spent 149 million bucks, lost the governor's race. Soon 

the Austrian Buffoon will be leaving. And Jerry Brown, a bit of a hatchet man, but someone who at 

least knows what he is doing, will take over.  

 

Daria: Maybe I’ll end with my “best and worst.”  Worst: I never expected to be working for close to 

minimum wage at this point in my life.  Life with our kids feels more stressful, not less.  As a friend put 

it, there are the same issues, but you have less and less control.  I described my state of mind around 

this time of year more fully on my blog, www.dariadoering.com, under “What I Really Want for    

Christmas.” 

 

Best: I’m thankful for my saintly husband … my job situation improving … my few but faithful friends … 

my USM Soul Sisters … my devoted parents … being able to keep somewhat in touch with a lot of    

people through Facebook … the wonderful ladies I’m working with as MADCAPS show co-chairs … our   

angelic and incredible cleaning ladies … no terrible tragedies have happened to us … the three       

beautiful weddings we attended over the summer:  one here, one in Huntington Beach and one in San 

Francisco. 

 

Finally my “list” for this year: band names.  This was prompted by the Xmas letter I received from my 

old friend Lou Ann in Pennsylvania: her son’s band is “Strange Heat.”  Our nephew Mica’s band is “To 

No Avail.”  And our dear friend Sharon’s daughter’s boyfriend’s band is “Take Offense”! 

 

We wish you all the best in your struggles and your family reunion joys at this time of year. 

 

Daria, Mike and family 

Our “last supper” before Jake left for college 

Baba (Daria’s mom, who lives 
across the street from us) 

Wedding bound 

http://www.dariadoering.com


Nick’s 21st at Lake Tahoe! 

Nick & Maxyne in Egypt! 

Our Bruins hockey player! 

Nina with the MADCAPS breast cancer 
awareness entry at the Portuguese Festa 

Mike as Toe Blake with the Army & 
Navy hockey coach as  Herb Brooks Mike as Don Cherry with his team! 

Jake’s senior pic 


